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A new method for the determination of the equilibrium composition of complex mixtures is described. 
The general method, which is based on the minimization of free energy, states the problem with unusual 
simplicity, avoiding many of the usual difficulties of description and computation. Two specific computa
tion procedures are shown, one using a steepest descent technique applied to a quadratic fit, the other making 
use of linear programing. 

INTRODUCTION 

As more complicated chemical reactions are brought 
under consideration in, for example, the synthesis 

of organic compounds or in the analysis of the per
formance of complex fuels and propellants, it becomes 
desirable to develop simpler and more general methods 
for the calculation of chemical equilibrium. The older 
methods for equilibrium computationl- 4 made use of 
equilibrium constants to express the abundance of 
certain chosen species in terms of the abundances of 
other arbitrarily chosen (or more abundant) species. 
The present method, which is applicable to all equi
librium reactions, makes no distinction among the 
constituent species. This becomes possible by focusing 
attention on the chemical potentials of the species in
volved, and numerical solutions can be obtained by 
the minimization of the total potential or free energy of 
the system. Simple algebraic forms suffice for expressing 
the free energy of constituent or mixture and a variety 
of computational methods is available. Little chemical 
intuition or experience is necessary in setting up or 
carrying out these calculations; on the contrary, the 
examination of chemical potential aids greatly in 
predicting the course of complicated reactions. 

Two methods are developed for the numerical de
termination of the equilibrium composition of complex 
mixtures based on the minimization of free energy. 

1 S. R. Brinkley, J. Chern. Phys. 14,563-564,686 (1946). 
2 S. R. Brinkley, J. Chern. Phys. 15, 107-110 (1947). 
3 F. J. Krieger, and W. B. White, J. Chern. Phys. 16,358-360 

(1948). 
4 H. J. Kandiner, and S. R. Brinkley, Ind. Eng. Chern. 42, 

850-5, 1526 (1950). 

One is a method of steepest descent well suited to 
hand computation as well as to high speed digital com
puters, and a specific example is illustrated. The second 
procedure converts the problem into a form for which 
standard linear programing techniques and compu
tation procedures have been developed and are usually 
available at large computing centers. 

CHEMICAL EQUILIBRIUM AND FREE ENERGY 

For the determination of equilibrium composition, 
the only specie property needed is the molal standard 
(Gibbs) free energy function FO/RT. This function 
is obtained directly from tables or easily derived from 
the more commonly tabulated function (FO- EoO)/T. 

The free energy of a mixture of n chemical species 
containing Xi mols of the ith species can be expressed as 

where 

" F(X)=L. ji, 
i=l 

x = (Xl, X2, ... xn ), the set of mol numbers, 

ji=Xi[Ci+ In (x/x)], 
Ci= (FO/RT)i+lnP, 

P= the total pressure in atmospheres, and 

n 

x= L. Xi· 
i=1 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The determination of the equilibrium composition is 
equivalent to finding the non-negative set of values Xi 
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which mllllmizes (1) and satisfies the obvious mass 
balance constraint: 

" L:,aijXi=bj (j=1,2,"',m), (4) 
i=1 

where there are m different types of atoms and aij are the 
formula numbers indicating the number of atoms of 
element j in a molecule of species i and bj is the total 
number of atomic weights of element j originally 
present in the mixture. Here we consider cases involv
ing many constituents in which p, the rank of the con
stituent formula matrix (aij) is equal to m. Some 
remarks on degenerate cases of rank less than mare 
contained in the concluding section of this paper. 

METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT 

Derivation 

Starting with any positive set of values Y = (Yl, Y2, 
" 'Y") which satisfies the mass balance equations (4), 
we express the free energy of the mixture 

" 
F(Y)=L:, Yi[ci+ln(Yi/Y)], (5) 

i=1 

where 
y=L:,Yi' (6) 

i 

Let .1i=Xi-Yi and A=x-y. A Taylor's expansion 
about Y is possible since we assume Yi>O, and gives 
Q(X), the quadratic approximation to F(X) as follows: 

(7) 
Observe that 

aF(X) 
ci+ln(x;jx), (8) 

aXi 

a2F(X) 1 1 
, (9) 

aXi2 Xi x 

a2F(X) 1 
for irfk, (10) 

aXiaXk x 

so that (7) becomes 

Q(X) =F(Y)+ L:, [ci+ln(y;jY)].1i 
i 

+t L:, Yi(.1i/Yi-A/'[i)2, (11) 
i 

from which it immediately follows that second partials 
of both F(X) and Q(X) are nonnegative and hence 
both functions are convex. 

To find the next approximation to the desired solution 
we minimize Q(X) subject to (4) and restricting Xi to 

positive values. To that end, let 

G(X)=Q(X)+L:, 7rj(-L:, aijXi+bj), (12) 
'i i 

where the 7rj are Lagrange multipliers. 
To minimize G(X), we set aG/aXi=O. From (11) it 

can be shown that 

Equations (3), (4), and (13) constitute n+m+1 
linear equations in the n unknowns Xi, the m unknown 
multipliers 7r;, and the total mol number x. Since 
Yi)O we may solve for Xi in (13) obtaining 

m 

Xi~ - f;(Y)+ (y;jy)x+ (L:, 7rjaij)Yi, (14) 
j~1 

where 
!i(Y) = Yi[Ci+ In (y;jy) ]. (15) 

Summing over i in (14) gives 

m n 

L:, 7r jbj= L:, !i(Y). (16) 
i=l 

If we now denote the constants 

n 

rjk=rkj=L:, (aijaik)Yi, j, k=l, 2, "', m, (17) 
i=l 

substitution of (14) in (4) together with (16) gives the 
symmetric set of m+ 1 linear equations in the un
knowns 7rl, 7r2, "', 7rm , and u (where u= -1 +x/y) as 
follows: 

n 

r117rl +r127r2 + .•. +rlm7rm +b1u = L:, ail!i(Y) 
i=I 

" 
rl27rl +r227r2 + ••• +r2m7rm +b2u = L:, aidi(Y) 

i=1 

n 

rlm7rl+r 2m7r2+' •• +rmm7rm+bmu= L:, aim!i(Y) 
i=l 

n 

bl7rl +b27r2 +···+bm 7rm +O'U=L:,!i(Y), 
i=l 

and 
x= (u+1)Y. 

Procedure 

(18) 

(19) 

Starting with any positive solution Y = (Yb Y2, .. " Yn) 
satisfying the mass balance equations (4), determine 
!i(Y) by (15), rjk by (17). Next solve the system (18) 
for 7rl, .•. , 7rm and u. Note that m is the number of 
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different types of atoms present in the mixture, and 
thus the number of simultaneous linear equations to be 
solved is usually a much smaller number than the 
possible molecular constituents. 

The improved values Xi now follow from (14). These 
values Xi, if all positive, could be used as a starting point 
for the next computation cycle. However a short addi
tional step eliminates the possibility of negative x/s and 
guarantees convergence. 

Let us consider the computed changes ~i=Xi-Yi 
to be direction numbers indicating the preferred direc
tion of descent. The distance traveled will be limited to 
fractional amounts XAi using the largest value of X 
satisfying the conditions: 

1. All mol numbers are positive [Le., dF(X)/dX is 
defined]; 

2. The directional derivative dF I dX does not become 
positive (i.e., the minimum point is not passed). F(X) 
is a convex function of X and the derivative is easily 
computed, since 

(20) 

The actual exploration procedure for determining X will 
depend on whether hand or machine computation is 
used, and, if machine, what type. However, only a 
minor part of the computation time should be spent 
in this phase of the procedure. When the solution is still 
distant, it is more important to hurry into the next 
computation cycle to find an improved direction of 
descent; when the solution is near, X will be found to 
approach unity. Note that the mass balance constraints 
are satisfied for all values of X. 

Numerical Example 

The example taken is the determination of the com
position of the gases arising from the combustion of a 
stoichiometric mixture of hydrazine and oxygen at 
35000 K and a pressure of 750 psi (InPatm =3.932). 

From chemical intuition, or from an inspection of the 
values of (FOI RT)i for various possible equilibrium 
constituents, Table I was included. A check will be 

(1,0) 
--~~--------------------~o----a 

FIG. 1. Approximation of function a Ina. 

available later to test whether any possible nontrace 
products have been omitted. The computation is shown 
in Table II. Subsequent cycles are shown in Table III. 

Remarks 

F. R. Gilmore has kindly pointed out that the same 
method applied to constant volume rather than con
stant pressure problems leads to an even simpler formu
lation, in which terms involving mol sums do not 
appear, and one fewer simultaneous equations occur. 

Extension of the method to multiphase systems and to 
systems involving charged particles is straightforward. 

Finally we remark that 7rj represents the free-energy 
contribution due to the presence of bj atomic weights 
of element j in the mixture, as shown by (16), and can 
be used as a convenient characterization of the system. 
For example, after the mol numbers (and thus the 7r's) 
have been determined to any arbitrary accuracy, the 
values for any trace components can be further im
proved by differentiating with respect to Xi in Eq. (12), 
replacing Q(X) with the exact function F(X) and equat
ing the result to zero. That is, 

Xi=X exp[ -Ci+ Li aiprj] (12a) 

with x and the 11" /s considered fixed. This applies even 
to trace molecule types which were not included in the 
original formulation of the problem. For example, if 
the free energy function POIRT of gaseous ammonia at 
3500"K is taken to be -33.7, Eq. (12a) indicates for 
it an abundance of approximately 2XlO-5, justifying 
its original omission from the computation. 

LINEAR. PR.OGRAMING METHOD6 

As before we wish to minimize 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

" n 
F(Xi, ..• , Xn) = L CiXi+X L (xi/x) In(x;jx), (21) 

i=l i=l 

TABLE r. Values of the free-energy function 
P'/RT at T=3500oK. 

Formula matrix 
(a,;) 

j=l Z 
Specie FO/RT' H N 

H -10.021 1 
H2 -21.096 2 
H 2O -37.986 2 
N -9.846 1 
N2 -28.653 2 
NH -18.918 1 
NO -28.032 1 
0 -14.640 
O2 -30.594 
OH -26.111 1 

bi (for the example) =2 

3 
0 

1 
1 
2 
1 

1 

• Selected Values of Chemical Thermodynamic Properties, National Bureau 
of Standards, Washington, D. C. (1947). 

5 Dantzig, Johnson, and White, The RAND Corporation, 
Paper P-1060, April 15 (1957). 
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1 specie 

1 K 
2 II:? 
3 II:?O 
4 II 

5 /12 
6 NH 

7 110 

8 0 

9 O2 
10 OK 

where 

WHITE, JOHNSON, AND DANTZIG 

TABLE II. Computation of equilibrium composition by the method of steepest descent for the mixture 
!N2H 4+!02 at T=3S00oK, P=7S0 psi. 

For 

basic 

input 

data 

see 

Table 

I 

starting Values 

'i t(11) 

.1 - ·903344 

.35 - 6.599"81 

.5 -11.694500 

.1 - .885844 

.35 - 9.244431 

.1 - 1.193044 

.1 - 2.104444 

.1 - 1.365244 

.1 - 2.960644 

.1 - 2.51234. 

Yol.9 F(Y) .-46. 663332 

lead1JJg to ,..1 
_____ ~ equat10DB (18) 10 'J and u 

~ i 
"1 

3.1 

.1 

1.1 

2 

"2 "3 U(.-l+y) 

.1 

1.7 
.1 

1 

1.1 

.1 

2 

1 

• -53.796706 

-23.872206 

1.2 1 

1 0 

• -30.197820 

-46.663332 
which are 801 ved to 

obtalo 

it 
til'" 1'1 2 " 1'13= -l+y'" 

1-9.5499811-12.0237311-15.1396001-.282900 1 
which through equatioD (14) give 

Ci= ( FO) +lnP 
RT i 

J 
1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

xi 

.020056 

.165"85 

.933249 
-.28"819 

.798810 
-.332617 

.019817 

-.077010 
.004026 

.115092 

11 

.081593 

.307516 

·599755 
.011396 

.453338 

.000391 

.081538 

.059244 

.077994 

.103475 

and 
repeat 
cycle 

F(Y)="'7.565568 

subject to the linear equality and inequality constraints 

In order to apply linear programing we make a 
piecewise linear approximation to each of the terms 
(xJx) In(xJx) that appear in (21). If we set a=xJx 
and {3=a Ina then we shall replace each such curve by 
a broken line function such as the one shown in Fig. 1. 

L:aijXi=bj j=1,2,···,m, (22) 
The k points where the two curves agree are denoted 

by (al,{31) where 1= 1,2, ... , k. Assuming these approxi
mations the chemical equilibrium problem is equivalent 
to the linear programing problem of findi:ng Xi ~ 0, 
Xil~O, and minimum z satisfying 

i=l 

"X-x=O .c.... , , 

Xi~O i=l, 2, ... , n. 

=0 

=0 
(25) 

k 

-x +L: X21 =0 
1=1 

-x 

=0 

k 

+L: alXU =0 
1=1 

-Xn 

k k k 

+ L: {31XIl+ L: {31X21+" • + L: {31X n l=Z. 
1=1 1=1 I-I 
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TABLE III. Computation of equilibnum composition by the method of steepest descent, subsequent cycles. 

1 )', 11 1, ;(1 )'1 1', * 
1 .054678 .04075} .040661 .040665 .040668 .040668 
2 .205985 .l479}8 .147719 .147728 .H77}o • 1477}o 

3 .713986 .781940 . 78:ma ·783159 .78}154 .783153 

1+ .000045 .000177 .000544 .001062 .001365 .001414 

5 .478414 • 486183 .485681 .48542l. .485271 .485247 

6 .000501 .000646 .000692 .00069} .00069} .000693 

7 .042621 .026811 .027402 • 027403 .027400 .027399 

8 .026956 .017672 .017941 .017946 .017947 .017947 

9 .055782 .037365 .03731} .0}7312 .037314 .03n14 

10 .104872 .098847 .096853 .096861 .096871 .096872 

This formulation allows use of a standardized code of 
the simplex method of linear programing, with the 
following modification: in order not to tax the memory 
of the computing machine and also to reduce the number 
of computations of (31=azlogal, the following system 
of "screening" should be added to the code. 

First compute i3z=azlogal at al=O, 0.5, 1 with grid 
size 0.5. Then after the first linear program approxima
tion has been solved, for each term (x/x) In(xi/x), 
halve the grid size and compute only those new values 
which are adjacent to the current value of a= x,/x. Thus 
on the second piecewise approximation, if some Xi=O, 
compute i31=allogaz at al=0.25, discarding the value 
at al= 1; if x/x=0.5, compute azlogal at 0.25 and 0.75 
and discard the values at 0 and 1. If xix is a weighted 
average of two grid points 0 and 0.5, then include a 
grid value of al at 0.25 and discard the value at 1, etc. 
In this way for each new piecewise approximation we 
have at most three values of al and al logaz for each 
i= 1, 2, .. " n such that the range of ai values is halved 
each time. It has been observed empirically that suc
cessive values of xix have stayed within the ranges 
set up for all previous cycles, i.e., the accuracy has 
doubled with each successive approximation. (Rather 
than to store values of a Ina in memory or card deck, 
it would be preferable to compute this function in
ternally as needed.) 

GENERAL REMARKS 

Problem of Prejudgment 

As is well known, in the chemical equilibrium problem 
a list of molecular products to be considered must be 

*aote: It round-ott errora in CctDput1n& llachiDery or logar1 tlla 
tables an found to 11m1t the t1:lal accuracy obtainable, an 
ObviOU8 additional routine can be 1n8erted~ This 18 an adJuetment 
ot the values Y 1 berore they are used in the next cycle ~ in order 
that they obey the ..... balance __ tra1nto (4) to the required 
accuracy. Thi. 18 expre.sible as 6yp • «apJ»-l «6b

J
» w.. ... 

p ind1cate. the II JIOBt abundant speCies and Ab J are the uea 

b&lance errors due to macbine roWld-ott . 

General. Note 
Complete solution times tor problems of thie complex1 ty J 

on caaputing maehiner;y such &8 the DM. 104 J are meaeured 
in seconds. 

chosen in advance and the equilibrium composition is 
then found for this set of products. Theoretically all 
possible products enter at some, possibly vanishingly 
small, level. Practically, such a list is limited to include 
only those species whose equilibrium concentrations are 
likely to exceed some value decided in advance. The 
magnitude of the free energy functions of possible 
products aids in composing this list. 

In the standard type problem the products are 
numerous and the rank p of the specie matrix (aij) is m; 
that is, the m mass balance equations (4) are linearly in
dependent. In relatively rare cases the initial list of 
products gives a matrix (aij) of rank p<m. When such 
cases are not directly soluble by inspection, we propose 
the addition of sufficient products to the list to force 
p=m. These will be driven down to trace levels by the 
computing procedure, if equilibrium demands. 

Comparison of the Two Computing Techniques 

Of the two techniques described, the "quadratic fit" 
is easily adapted to either hand or machine compu
tation. It requires two short procedures in an iteration 
cycle: solving a set of simultaneous linear equations, 
and approximately minimizing a convex function of one 
variable. 

The linear programing method requires the standard 
"simplex" code of linear programing plus a procedure 
for computing or tabulating a single function a Ina for 
o :::;a:::; 1. It has the advantage that species can start at 
or temporarily assume zero concentration during the 
iteration process with no adverse effect on convergence. 
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